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Almoe Overview
Incorporated in 1994 Almoe has come a long way. From a small start-up operation to a definitive one-stop Audio-Visual
/ IT solution provider; this is in keeping with the company’s commitment to monitoring and responding to the needs of
the market. We specialize in the design, supply and integration of a wide variety of audio visual & IT equipment’s, and
have strategic partnerships with major suppliers to offer a custom solution that compliments clients’ needs.
Almoe AV Systems acts as Almoe Group's front end company for all specialist integration projects that require total
professional expertise.
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Integration

We have a well recognized reputation of developing the best tailor made solutions which offers
our clients systems design, infrastructure, integration, installation and support services. This is
supported by fully trained staff resources with experience that is second to none in the market
place. Plus, supporting our clients with latest and greatest technology, future proofing our clients
every needs.

Distribution

As a major distributor for the Gulf Audio Visual industry, we are able to obtain the latest up-to-date
technology in the first instance. This is fully backed up by the manufacturers’ whom have had
tremendous trust in our business relationships over the years. We are dependable.Our list of
products is vast via our distribution division.

Rentals

As a specialist market, we have supported this area with a specialist division that deals with
bespoke & standard rental systems. A wealth of clients have utilized our rental services over the
years for staging, audio & imagery.

Milestones
2013

2007

1998

Al Mahbara Office
Equipment Trading LLC
(ALMOE) - Abu Dhabi

Expansion into the Indian
Subcontinent with offices
in Bangalore, Mumbai,
Delhi and Kolkata

2001

Set up office
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1996

Almoe Digital
Solutions

Expansion into
Saudi Arabia

Almoe
AV Systems

2003
1994

Launch of
DisplaySquare.com

2011

Almoe
AV Rentals

2009

Expansion into Qatar
with office in Doha

2012

Launch of Ecommerce
Platform, JT Online
(projectorsquare.com
and lampscentre.com)
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About Almoe AV Systems
Established in 2004, Almoe AV Systems is Dubai’s most established Systems Integrator and an unparalleled leader in
emerging technology. We specialize in collating technically advanced Audio Visual & IT systems and are proud of our
record of being consistent in achieving excellence over the years through state-of-the-art solutions.
Our strengths lie in our sound technical know-how and well-rounded expertise, and we apply these competencies to
deliver excellence in Audio Video & IT Solutions that are technically superior, user-friendly and commercially viable.
Most important of all, we always care to future proof our clients for technology trends.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialist Projects Division for Audio Visual & IT Integrations within the UAE Region
Design & Implement Projects from Conception to Completion
Professional Personal Client Related Service covering all Small to Large Scale Projects
Use Tried & Tested Methods & Products in maintaining a true & valued “Healthy Client Relationship”
Meet & Surpass Client Expectations, as our future opportunities depends on our Clients.
“True & Honest Advice at all Times” in meeting Current Demands, in an ever evolving Technology Service Market.
Provide Creative Talented Mindsets, that match and surpass clients goals
Proven Track Record – 22 Years + Talent Industry Experience

Empower your organization with our cutting-edge technology and solutions for flawless interactivity with your audience.

Markets – Our Industry Expertise

Control & Command Centres

Corporate

Education

Entertainment

Government

Hospitality

Residential

Retail

Houses of Worship

Healthcare

Financial

Broadcast
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Solutions
Audio Visual/IT Consultancy
Be safe and secure in dealing directly with our professional AV & IT Consultancy design team.

Commercial AV/IT Integration
Whether they are iconic buildings, designer hotels, lifestyle malls or state-of-the-art business hubs,
Almoe AV Systems has undertaken all manner of challenging integration projects within these
architectural giants, thus becoming an integral part of the landmarks that define this region.

Home Integration
Live the lifestyle of the rich and famous with our fantastic range of interfaces that can be integrated
into your dream home. From lighting, temperature controlled interiors and communication systems
to security and ambience, we offer the full gamut.

Lighting & Dimming Solutions
Install only the most trusted and recognized lighting & dimming systems that our professional team
have to offer, as systems are tried and tested. Even consider the beauty of color change mood lighting
fixtures as supported by DMX Systems.

VIP Bespoke Integration
Only the VIP'S need apply here for those specialist systems that cannot be obtained in the market sector.
Trust us to advise you if it can be one or cannot be done. Almoe AV Systems team really thrives when a
system that has ever been done before, but we know how to make it all happen. Talk to the CAN DO
experts.

Control Systems
Have peace of mind with our experienced and knowledgeable team that we can control any term
within reason. It just needs our specialist know how!

Laser & Digital Projection
It is the era of laser & digital projection. Make your statement in style with our promising range of
projectors, from small to fully-integrated ones, and rest assured that you will find the one that
perfectly matches your individual requirements.

Digital Signage & Video Walls
We provide turnkey digital signage solutions that offer the best Top-Of-Mind recall and presence
in this high-impact marketing medium. So, get those heads turning with our innovative offerings.

Public Address Systems
We offer the whole gamut, ranging from built-in, portable solutions for road-shows, to high-end,
campus-wide paging systems. Our vast menu of products includes Paging Microphones, Mixer
Amplifiers, Wall and Ceiling Speakers, Attenuators, and Controllers, all from industry leading brands
that form an end-to-end solution

Live Sound Systems
Browse through our uncompromising collection of accessories and systems to make the right
choice. Equipped to cater to varied occasions, you are bound to find your match.
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Services

Consultancy & Design

Project Management & Engineering

Almoe AV Systems offers Audio Visual & IT consultancy
& design services through a team of experts and senior
IT consultants who are able to study, analyze and then
recommend an unbiased opinion of which solutions
are the best fit for our client’s application based on the
best technical and business practices which guarantee
high Return of Investment (ROI).

Almoe AV Systems offers Audio Visual & IT consultancy
& design services through a team of experts and senior
IT consultants who are able to study, analyze and then
recommend an unbiased opinion of which solutions
are the best fit for our client’s application based on the
best technical and business practices which guarantee
high Return of Investment (ROI).

Dedicated Maintenance Team

24/7 Technical Support

Our highly skilled teams are able to plan, control and
execute all maintenance work performed by our own
team. Our specialists will ensure that every technical
requirement is fulfilled and all repair works are carefully
screened and monitored.

Our highly skilled teams are able to plan, control and
execute all maintenance work performed by our own
team. Our specialists will ensure that every technical
requirement is fulfilled and all repair works are carefully
screened and monitored.
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Why Almoe AV Systems – Our Qualities

Almoe-Client Focus

Experienced & Established

Our clients and customers are our main focus.
Our client consultation approach has enabled
a large number of very satisfied and referral
customers within the MENA area. We only
believe in building a long lasting relationship
that allows a respectful trust and synergy.

Almoe AV Systems has a well-established and
experienced presence in the GCC region. Our
clients are well aware of our capabilities for
new and unique projects which covers the
latest technology specifications and
solutions.

Technical Team

Point to Point AV Solutions

Almoe AV Systems has developed and built a
technical team with industry trained and
experience staff. Our client always appreciates
the fact that our staff are retained by the
company over the years.

Almoe AV Systems through its large number
of divisions, offers the best point to point AV
Solution at any given time. Almoe AV Systems
being totally independent can facilitate any
solution associated within the AV-IT Market.

Partner Network

Delivery

Almoe AV Systems always leads from the front,
with the correct tried and tested technology
provided by the market leader manufacturer
within our specialized industry. This allows Almoe
AV Systems to handle a reputable, trusted
approach in its recommendations to meet the
clients’ needs and criteria for any given system.

Almoe AV Systems offers the fullest and dedicated
commitment to each of its clients in supporting all
Hardware / AV-IT Equipment deliverables to
timescales. Our focus is to work closely with our
clients to meet the set goals and requirements.

Hardware & Technology
Our particular market sector is ever changing
and evolving at all times. Almoe AV Systems is
very fortunate to be ahead of the ever changing
and evolving hardware technologies. Our partner
relationships allow for Almoe AV Systems to be
well advised in advance, whereby we can change
to accommodate technology cycles for our
qualified staff to adapt for all associated services.
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Quality Guaranteed
Almoe AV Systems has developed over the
years a quality guaranteed level made system
for a well-recognized delivery system; thus
meeting our clients’ needs at all times

Technical Support
Almoe AV Systems offers 24/7/365 support to
all its clients throughout the year.

ALMOE AV SYSTEMS

List of Partners
Almoe AV Systems works closely with its global technology partners to deliver best-in-class solutions which are based
on an ‘open system’ philosophy and easily integrated into existing infrastructures. Almoe AV Systems has over 45+
active partners representing leading technology providers and suppliers across different industries.

The Manufacturer’s List is Endless!
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Partial List Of Customers
Almoe AV Systems has a very strong and diversified customer portfolio across the different industries, with a focus on
the government sector. Almoe AV Systems clients represent the leading corporates, businesses and governments in
the MENA Region, the majority of them are loyal customers with repeat business and projects.
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Reference Projects
Meraas Holding –
City Walk Project
• 10 x Screen Complete Cinema Systems ,
IT Cinema System
• BGM Audio System, Digital Signage System,
Video Wall Displays
• Back of House Oﬃces

Dubai Parks Resorts –
Bollywood Theatre Project
• Indoor Theatre, 3 x Archways LED 6.25mm
Displays, 1 x Backdrop LED 6.25mm Displays,
• D3 Media Player System
• Control Area

Dubai Parks Resorts –
Legoland & Waterpark
• 40 x Amusement Attractions, 6 x Themes
Locations, 4DX Legoland Theatre,
Ningango Theatre
• IT BGM Audio Park Systems, Displays Digital
Signage, Complete AV Cabling Infrastructure

Dubai Parks Resorts –
Lapita – First Theme Park Hotel
• Conference Rooms, Meetings Rooms
& In House AV Systems
• Digital Displays, BGM System & Complete
AV Cabling Infrastructure

Address Boulevard –
Dubai Mall
• Conference Rooms, Meetings Rooms &
In House AV Systems
• Digital Displays, BGM System
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Bespoke Mirror IPTV TV’s –
Blue Water Family Hotel
• Bedroom & Suites
• IPTV Digital Displays
• 300 Specialist Mirrors with TV’s & Led Lighting
• Complete AV Cabling Infrastructure

The Meydan Hotel –
Dubai, UAE
• Ballroom, Meeting rooms, Restaurants
& bars
• Complete Background music systems

Meydan Grandstand –
Dubai, UAE
• Restaurants & food courts, Suites & bars
• Digital Signage, House TV & Broadcast
systems

Student Life –
New York University –
Abu Dhabi, UAE
• Gymnasiums, Lounges, Cafés, Bars, a dining
hall and recreational areas.
• BGM, IPTV for television & signage, MATV &
systems for meeting /conference rooms.

Jumeirah Golf Clubhouse –
Dubai, UAE.
• Pro shop, first floor restaurant and locker rooms.
• Background Music & Portable Sound Equipment
for Clubhouse
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Eastern Mangrove Hotel –
Abu Dhabi, UAE
• AV systems for ballrooms, conference rooms,
restaurants, gardens & public spaces.

Amwaj Rotana Hotel –
Dubai, UAE
• Background Music and Foreground music
systems for its Pool Bar DJ locations

Grand Millennium Tower Hotel –
Dubai, UAE
• AV Systems for Ballroom, boardroom, conference
and meeting rooms and roof top pool bar.
• Video conferencing for the meeting spaces.
• Environmental controls for lighting and shades

Madinat Jumeirah,
Dubai, UAE
• Conference & banqueting facilities, grand
ballrooms, a 1000-seat amphitheater and
extensive leisure and health facilities.

Credit Suisse
• Routing AV signals between sources & displays
• 65” Wall displays in meeting venues
• Biamp, Tannoy and Extron Solutions routed audio
and controls through wireless touch panels.
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Tel: +971 4 3908390 | Fax: +971 4 3908395
Jumeirah Lake Towers, JBC # 5, Office # 2801,
P.O. Box 14730, Dubai-UAE

integration@almoe.com

www.almoeavsystems.com

